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FIELDWORKER: Fill out 1.1 before you administer the tests. 
1.1 Does the child have a severe visual impairment? 

00=No              01=Yes  

 

���� (If the answer is Yes, only administer EGRA-section C. Listening Comprehension and math 

items 7, 8 and 9) 

[ __ __ ] 
(VSIMPR3) 

 

 

PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST (PPVT) 
 

FIELDWORKER: It is very important to assure adequate conditions for the assessment. You should look for a place with 

adequate lighting (natural or artificial), relative absence of noise and a flat surface for the child to work on. If these 

conditions are not available, try to look for other space or reschedule if possible. 

 

FIELDWORKER: Use the PPVT picture easel here. Be sure to read the training items with the child and make sure the child 

understands what needs to be done before starting the test.  

 

All instructions for introducing the TVIP and using the Training Items are located on the examiner’s side of the Training Plates 

(picture easel). Use Training Items D and E (designed for children 8 years and older). 
 
 

FIELDWORKER: AGE DATA  FIELDWORKER: TRAINING ITEMS 
 Year Month Day  Illustration Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 
Date of testing      For most subjects under 8 years of age 

Date of birth     A Doll (4) Fork (1) Table (2) Dog (3) 
Chronological age     B Man (2) Comb (3) Sock (4) Mouth (1) 
* If number of days exceeds 15, add a month to the age  C Swinging (3) Drinking (4) Walking (1) Climbing (2) 

  For most subjects age 8 years and over 
 D Wheel (4) Zipper (2) Rope (1) Rake (3) 

 

 E Mopping (1) Mowing (3) Sawing (4) Riding (2) 
 

 

FIELDWORKER: After you have administered the appropriate Training Items, begin testing with the item corresponding to the 

child’s age. 

 

Use numerals (1-4) to record the test taker’s response to each item in the blank in the “Resp” column. The “Key” column 

indicates the correct response (1-4). Compare the child’s response with the correct response and indicate errors by drawing a 

line through the symbol in the last column as shown below: 

Item Word Key Resp Error 

1 Boat (2)  3 Ο 

 

At the end of each set, record the number of errors in the box provided.  

 

 

FIELDWORKER: Please complete questions 1.2 and 1.3 after administering the PPVT with the child. (These items will aid the 

database entry process.) 

1.2 Lowest item responded to  

(possible values: from 0 to 125, -79 Refused to answer, -88=NA) 

[ __ __ __ ] 
(PPVTLOW) 

1.3 Highest item responded to 

(possible values: from 0 to 125, -79 Refused to answer, -88=NA) 

[ __ __ __ ] 
(PPVTHIGH) 

 

PPVT Administration: 
 

1.4 Test administration: Start Time (hour) (possible values: 05 to 21) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (STRTHRPP) 

1.5 Test administration: Start Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ]  (STRTMNPP) 

 

 
 

 

Date when this section is filled: __ __ / __ __ / __ __   (SASDAY/SASMNT/SASYEAR) 

Time when section started: __ __ : __ __   (SASTIME) 

Fieldworker’s name: _________________ Code: __ __  (SASFLWR) 
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TEST WORDS AND SCORING KEY 
Age # Word Key Resp Error Age # Word Key Resp Error Age # Word Key Resp Error 

1 Boat  (2)  Ο 46 Collecting (4)  Ω 91 Arid (4)  ���� 
2 Lamp (4)  ���� 47 Construction (2)  ���� 92 Fragile (3)  Ο 
3 Cow (1)  ∆ 48 Directing (2)  Ψ 93 Lecturing (4)  ���� 
4 Candle (2)  Ω 

 

49 Bush (1)  ���� 94 Archeologist (4)  ∆ 
5 Trumpet (1)  ���� 50 Forest (3)  Ο 95 Consuming (4)  Ω 
6 Knee (4)  Ψ 51 Agriculture (4)  ���� 96 Incandescent (4)  ���� 
7 Cage (1)  ���� 52 Root (2)  ∆ 97 Arrogant (2)  Ψ 
8 Ambulance (1)  Ο 53 Nutritious (3)  Ω 98 Tool (2)  ���� 

3-4 

9 Read (4)  ���� 54 Pair (3)  ���� 99 Rage (3)  Ο 
10 Arrow (2)  ∆ 55 Secretary (4)  Ψ 100 Citrus (3)  ���� 
11 Neck (3)  Ω 56 Lighting (4)  ���� 101 Lubricating (1)  ∆ 
12 Furniture (3)  ���� 57 Reel (1)  Ο 102 Link (4)  Ω 
13 Bee (3)  Ψ 58 Transparent (3)  ���� 103 Residence (1)  ���� 
14 Hour (3)  ���� 

8 

59 Harvesting (1)  ∆ 104 Amphibian (1)  Ψ 
15 Measuring (2)  Ο 60 Argument (1)  Ω 105 Prodigy (1)  ���� 
16 Whale (2)  ���� 61 Cooperating (4)  ���� 106 Joyful (2)  Ο 
17 Broken (1)  ∆ 62 Handrail (1)  Ψ 107 Apparition (2)  ���� 
18 Caressing (1)  Ω 63 Surprised (4)  ���� 108 Ascending (3)  ∆ 
19 Accident (2)  ���� 64 Dripping (2)  Ο 109 Fragment (3)  Ω 
20 Kangaroo (2)  Ψ 65 Funnel (3)  ���� 110 Perpendicular (3)  ���� 
21 Elbow (4)  ���� 66 Stem (3)  ∆ 111 Garment (4)  Ψ 
22 River (3)  Ο 67 Island (1)  Ω 112 Cornea (2)  ���� 
23 Eagle (2)  ���� 68 Angle (2)  ���� 113 Parallelogram (1)  Ο 
24 Tearing (4)  ∆ 

9 

69 Disappointment (4)  Ψ 114 Copious (2)  ���� 

5 

25 Painter (3)  Ω 70 Carpenter (2)  ���� 115 Enticing (3)  ∆ 
26 Empty (3)  ���� 71 Filing (3)  Ο 116 Astonished (3)  Ω 
27 Peeling (3)  Ψ 72 Mercantile (1)  ���� 117 Pedestrian (2)  ���� 
28 Uniform (4)  ���� 73 Quartet (4)  ∆ 118 Emission (3)  Ψ 
29 Trunk (2)  Ο 74 Frame (1)  Ω 119 Obelisk (1)  ���� 
30 Liquid (4)  ���� 75 Binocular (3)  ���� 120 Bog (3)  Ο 
31 Group (3)  ∆ 

10 

76 Judiciary (2)  Ψ 121 Perambulating (2)  ���� 
32 Musician (2)  Ω 77 Gnawing (3)  ���� 122 Concave (3)  ∆ 
33 Ceremony (4)  ���� 78 Walrus (2)  Ο 123 Incisor (1)  Ω 
34 Snake (4)  Ψ 79 Confiding (3)  ���� 124 Ellipse (4)  ���� 
35 Beverage (1)  ���� 80 Trio (4)  ∆ 125 Deciduous (4)  Ψ 
36 Doctor (4)  Ο 

11 

81 Contemplating (2)  Ω 

6 

37 Isolation (1)  ���� 82 Bird (3)  ���� 
38 Mechanic (2)  ∆ 83 Portable (2)  Ψ 
39 Awarding (3)  Ω 84 Classifying (1)  ���� 
40 Dentist (3)  ���� 

12 

85 Carcass (3)  Ο 
41 Shoulder (3)  Ψ 86 Compass (2)  ���� 
42 Envelope (2)  ���� 87 Spherical (2)  ∆ 
43 Jewelry (1)  Ο 88 Feline (2)  Ω 
44 Human (2)  ���� 

13 

89 Parallel (4)  ���� 

7 

45 Artist (1)  ∆ 14 90 Submerging (4)  Ψ 

 

Notes: 
 
Ceiling item : ___ 
 
Minus errors : ___ 
 
Raw score : ___ 

 

 

 

1.6 Test administration: Finish Time (hour) (possible values: 06 to 22) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (FINHRPP) 

1.7 Test administration: Finish Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ]  (FINMNPP) 

 

FIELDWORKER: Fill out 1.8 to 1.10 after you have finished all tests with the child and without the child present. 

1.8 Ceiling item (possible values: from 1 to 125, -79=Refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ]   (CEILING) 

1.9 Minus errors (possible values: from 0 to 50, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ]    (MINERR 

1.10 Raw score (possible values: from 0 to 125, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] (RAWSCRE) 

 

 

Note: Field workers should not complete the standard scores. The standard scores will be calculated centrally by a few people 

(preferably psychologists with experience in using the PPVT) who will: a) check that the chronological age, ceiling item, number 

of errors and raw score are correct, and b) estimate and enter the standard score based on the tables provided in the manual. 
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1.11 Standard score (possible values: 55 to 145, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) 

(DON’T FILL ON FIELD) 

[ __ __ __ ] 
(STDSCRE) 

 

 

FIELDWORKER: Fill out 1.12 to 1.14 after you have finished the test with the child and she/he is no longer there. 

1.12 Language used by field worker during administration. 

(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(PPFWLANG) 

(SPECFWLG) 

1.13 Language used by child during administration.  

(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(PPCDLANG) 

(SPECCDLG) 

1.14 Language in which the test was written. 

 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(TESTLANG) 

(SPECTSLG) 

 

 

 

 

READING AND WRITING ITEMS 
 

FIELDWORKER: It is very important to assure adequate conditions for the assessment. You should look for a place with 

adequate lighting (natural or artificial), relative absence of noise and a flat surface for the child to write. If these 

conditions are not available, try to look for other space or reschedule if possible. 

 

FIELDWORKER: Use the literacy card here. Administer the items on reading and writing with the literacy card and fill out the 

items below. For writing item, hand the child the Cognitive Development and Achievement Questionnaire opened on the Answer 

sheet page. The child must write the sentence in this answer sheet. 
 

1.15 Test administration: Start Time (hour) (possible values: 05 to 21) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (VRBSTHR) 

1.16 Test administration: Start Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ] (VRBSTMN) 

 

1.17 Reading Item.   77=NK  79=refused to answer 88=NA 

01=Can’t read anything   

02=Reads letters   

03=Reads word 

04=Reads sentence 

[ __ __ ] 

 
(VRBITM01) 

1.18 Writing Item.   77=NK  79=refused to answer 88=NA 

01=No     

02=Yes with difficulty or errors 

03=Yes without difficulty or errors 

[ __ __ ] 

 
(VRBITM02) 

 

1.19 Test administration: Finish Time (hour) (possible values: 06 to 22) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (VRBENHR) 

1.20 Test administration: Finish Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ]  (VRBENMN) 

 

CODE BOX 1 - LANGUAGES 
31=Spanish 
 

32=Quechua 
 

33=Aimara 
 

34=Native of the 
jungle(specify)  

35=Spanish and Quechua 
 

36=Spanish and Aimara 
 

37=Nomatsiguenga(native 
language of the jungle) 

10=Other (specify) 
 

77=NK 79=Refused to answer 88=NA  
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Answer sheet for 1.18: writing 
 

IF THE CHILD MAKES A MISTAKE AND WANTS TO START AGAIN TELL THEM TO CROSS 
OUT WHAT THEY HAVE WRITTEN AND START AGAIN ON THE NEXT LINE 
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ADAPTATION OF EARLY GRADE READING ASSESMENT (EGRA) 
 

FIELDWORKER: It is very important to assure adequate conditions for the assessment. You should look for a place with 

adequate lighting (natural or artificial), relative absence of noise and a flat surface for the child to work on. If these 

conditions are not available, try to look for other space or reschedule if possible. 

 

FIELDWORKER: Use the EGRA stimuli cards and your Fieldworker’s manual for this part. Be sure to read the instructions to 

the child and make sure the child understands what needs to be done. All instructions for administering EGRA are located on 

your fieldworker’s manual. Fill the answers and codes in the given spaces. 

 

1.21 Test administration: Start Time (hour) (possible values: 05 to 21) Hours:   [ __ __ ] (EGRASTHR) 

1.22 Test administration: Start Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ] (EGRASTMN) 

 

 

Section A. Familiar Word Identification  
 
FIELDWORKER: Show the child card 1 of the EGRA stimuli cards. Read the instructions in your manual and practice the 

examples with the child. Ask the child to start reading the words and mark each incorrect word with a slash mark ( / ). Count 

self-corrections as correct. This is a timed exercise. When 60 seconds have gone by stop the child and mark the final word 

attempted before you said “stop” with a bracket (]). If the child cannot read any of the examples correctly, discontinue this 

section and go directly to section C: Listening comprehension.  

 

 

Examples:         cat          he        ball 

sad dog red do eat /5 

and us to girl then /10 

as hat if seem get /15 

house  sun stop lots ear /20 

food at they big the /25 

last run fly we on /30 

saw walk school best time /35 

boy wall chair all  me /40 

will blue size fall go /45 

hope  far man her was /50 

rat have fat good pet /55 

up try small eye love /60 

 

 
1.23 The child can read at least one example (possible values: 01=yes, 02=no, -79=Refused to 

answer, -88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(WRIDONEX) 

 
FIELDWORKER: Fill the next items after you finished administering the test to the child, and he/she is no longer with you. 

1.24 Total words read at 60 seconds (possible values: from 0 to 60, -79=Refused to answer, -

88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(WRIDREAD) 

1.25 Total incorrect words at 60 seconds (possible values: from 0 to 60, -79=refused to answer, -

88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(WRIDINCR) 

1.26 Total correct words in 60 seconds (possible values: from 0 to 60, -79=refused to answer, -

88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(WRIDCRCT) 

1.27 ONLY IF LESS THAN 60 SECONDS, number of seconds at completion (possible values: from 

1 to 59, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) 

[ __ __] 
(WRIDSECS) 
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Section B. Passage reading  
 

FIELDWORKER: Show the child card 2 of the EGRA stimuli cards. Read the instructions in your manual with the child. Ask 

him/her to start reading the story aloud and mark each correct word with a slash ( / ). Count self-corrections as correct. This 

is a timed exercise. When 60 seconds have gone by mark the final word attempted before with a bracket (]).  

 

 

Sandra and her grey cat 5 

  

My name is Sandra and I am eight years old.            15 

My little brother is Charlie and he is four. We 25 

like to play with our cat. Our cat is grey and fat 37 

and she likes to hide behind the big furniture. 46 

  

One day, our cat went missing. We thought 54 

she was just playing hide and seek, but  we 63 

could not find her in her favorite places. So we  73 

searched all around the house for the cat.                                  81 

  

Finally, we found her under the bed, but she was              91 

not alone! She had given birth to three kittens: 100 

two grey and one white. When we told our parents  110 

about the kittens, they told us that mom was also                    120 

having a baby. We are going to have a sister!                      130 

 

FIELDWORKER: If the 60 seconds have gone by and the child was not able to read the title and two first lines, mark “no” in 

the following question and fill out 1.29, 1.30, and 1.31 after you finished administering the test to the child, and he/she is no 

longer with you. Then, go on to section C: Listening comprehension. If the child was able to read mark “yes” and continue with 

this section. 

1.28 The child can read (possible values: 01=yes, 02=no, -79=Refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ ] (CANREAD) 

 
FIELDWORKER: Fill the next items after you finished administering the test to the child, and he/she is no longer with you. 

1.29 Total words read at 60 seconds (possible values: from 0 to 130, -79=Refused to answer, -

88=NA) 

[ __ __ __ ] 
(CHRDREAD) 

1.30 Total incorrect words at 60 seconds (possible values: from 0 to 130, -79=refused to answer, -

88=NA) 

[ __ __ __] 
(CHRDINCR) 

1.31 Total correct words in 60 seconds (possible values: from 0 to 130, -79=refused to answer, -

88=NA) 

[ __ __ __ ] 
(CHRDCRCT) 

1.32 ONLY IF LESS THAN 60 SECONDS, number of seconds to complete the paragraph (possible 

values: from 1 to 59, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(CHRDSECS) 

 
FIELDWORKER: Ask the child to read the text again, this time in silence. Tell her/him that you will ask her/him some 

questions about after she/he finishes. Let the child keep the card after her/him has read it. After you read each question, give 

the child at most 15 seconds to answer each question. Record the exact answer given by the child. Do not mark it as correct or 

incorrect. The answer will be assessed centrally by a professional with experience in test scoring.  

1.33 Who is telling the story? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS01) 

1.34 Why was the cat fat? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS02) 
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1.35 What is Sandra´s little brother’s name? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS03) 

1.36 What do Sandra and Charlie like to do? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS04) 

1.37 Why did Sandra and Charlie say the cat was not alone? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS05) 

1.38 Why do you think the cat was missing for a while? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS06) 

1.39 How many kittens did the cat give birth to? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS07) 

1.40 Where did Sandra and Charlie find the cat? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(READPS08) 

 

 

Section C. Listening Comprehension 

 

FIELDWORKER: This is not a timed exercise and there is no stimuli card. Read two times, aloud and slowly (1 one word per 

second) the following passage to the child and ask him/her the following questions.  
 

A yellow little chicken was walking through a bridge. Suddenly, he slipped and fell in the river. 

“Help me! I can’t swim!” he cried. There was a mouse passing by that saw the little chicken and 

came to help, but he fell in too. “What do we do now? I can’t swim either” said the mouse. “I see 

something that is coming our way!” the chicken replied. They both climbed on the log and rowed to 

the shore. “We are saved!” they shouted when they finally arrived to land. 

   

 
FIELDWORKER: After you read each question, give the child at most 15 seconds to answer each question.  Record the exact 

answer given by the child. Do not mark it as correct or incorrect. The answer will be assessed centrally by a professional with 

experience in test grading.  

1.41 Who fell in the river first? 

Child’s response: _____________________________________________________ 

values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA 

[ __ __ ] 
(LSNTCM01) 

1.42 Who fell in the river last? 

Child’s response: _____________________________________________________ 

values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA 

[ __ __ ] 
(LSNTCM02) 

1.43 Why did the little chicken fall in the river? 

Child’s response: _____________________________________________________ 

values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA 

[ __ __ ] 
(LSNTCM03) 

1.44 Where was the chicken before he fell in the river? 

Child’s response: _____________________________________________________ 

values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA 

[ __ __ ] 
(LSNTCM04) 

1.45 Why did the little chicken cry for help? 

Child’s response: _____________________________________________________ 

values 01= correct, 02= partially correct, 03= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA 

[ __ __ ] 
(LSNTCM05) 

1.46 How did the chicken and the mouse get out of the river? 

Child’s response: ______________________________________________________ 

values 01= correct, 02= partially correct, 03= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA 

[ __ __ ] 
(LSNTCM06) 

 
1.47 Test administration: Finish Time (hour) (possible values: 06 to 22) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (EGRAENHR) 

1.48 Test administration: Finish Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ]  (EGRAENMN) 
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FIELDWORKER: Fill out 1.49 to 1.57 after you have finished the test with the child and she/he is no longer there. 

1.49 Language used by field worker during administration of the Section A. (Familiar Word 

Identification) 
(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SALNGAD) 

(SPCLNADA) 

1.50 Language used by child during administration of the Section A. (Familiar Word Identification) 
 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SALNGCH) 

(SPCLNCHA) 

1.51 Language in which the test for the Section A was written. (Familiar Word Identification) 
 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SALNGTS) 

(SPCLNTSA) 

1.52 Language used by field worker during administration of the Section B. (Passage reading) 
(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SBLNGAD) 

(SPCLNADB) 

1.53 Language used by child during administration of the Section B. (Passage reading) 
 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SBLNGCH) 

(SPCLNCHB) 

1.54 Language in which the test for the Section B was written. (Passage reading) 
 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SBLNGTS) 

(SPCLNTSB) 

1.55 Language used by field worker during administration of the Section C. (Listening 

Comprehension) 

 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SCLNGAD) 

(SPCLNADC) 

1.56 Language used by child during administration of the Section C. (Listening Comprehension) 

 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SCLNGCH) 

(SPCLNCHC) 

1.57 Language in which the test for the Section C was written. (Listening Comprehension) 

 (ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(SCLNGTS) 

(SPCLNTSC) 

 

 

 

 

1.D MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
  

FIELDWORKER: It is very important to assure adequate conditions for the assessment. You should look for a place with 

adequate lighting (natural or artificial), relative absence of noise and a flat surface for the child to work on. If these 

conditions are not available, try to look for other space or reschedule if possible. 

 

FIELDWORKER: Explain the instructions in your Fieldworker’s manual to the child. For the next items show him/her the 

Numeracy cards and read the instructions on your manual. Record the child’s exact response and check if it is correct or 

incorrect and mark accordingly in spaces given below. 

 

1.58 Test administration: Start Time (hour) (possible values: 05 to 21) Hours:  [ __ __ ]  (CNDSTHR) 

1.59 Test administration: Start Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ]  (CNDSTMN) 

 

CODE BOX 1 - LANGUAGES 
31=Spanish 
 

32=Quechua 
 

33=Aimara 
 

34=Native of the 
jungle(specify) 

35=Spanish and Quechua 
 

36=Spanish and Aimara 
 

37=Nomatsiguenga(native 
language of the jungle) 

10=Other (specify) 
 

77=NK 79=Refused to answer 88=NA  
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1.60 Math Item 1: Please, put your finger on number twenty one (use Numeracy Card A) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 21) 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77=NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM01) 

1.61 Math Item 2: Please, put your finger on number three hundred and twelve (use Numeracy 

Card A) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 312) 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM02) 

1.62 Math Item 3: Please, put your finger on number three thousand one hundred and twenty six 

(use Numeracy Card A) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 3126) 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __] 
(MTHITM03) 

1.63 Math Item 4: Please count how many balls there are here (use Numeracy Card B) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 12) 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM04) 

1.64 Math Item 5: Which number should come in the space in blank? (use Numeracy Card C) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 28) 

(values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM05) 

1.65 Math Item 6 Which number should come in the space in blank? (use Numeracy Card D)  

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 10) 

 (values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM06) 

1.66 Math Item 7 Jane has 2 apples and she receives 3 more apples. How many apples does she 

have now? (use Numeracy Card E) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 5) 

 (values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM07) 

1.67 Math Item 8 Joseph has 20 dollars and he bought a 4 dollar ice-cream. How many dollars 

does he have left? (use Numeracy Card F) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 16) 

 (values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM08) 

1.68 Math Item 9 Please tell me the answer of this calculation: Two times four?  (This item has 

no card) 

Child’s response:__________________________________________________ 

(Correct answer: 8) 

 (values 01= correct, 02= incorrect, 77= NK, 79=refused to answer, 88=NA) 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM09) 

 

1.69 Test administration: Finish Time (hour) (possible values: 06 to 22) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (CNDENHR) 

1.70 Test administration: Finish Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ] (CNDENMN) 

 

Booklet. Math Computing 

 

FIELDWORKER: Give the Mathematics Achievement Test Younger Cohort – Booklet Math computing to the child. Read the 

instructions with the child to make sure she/he understands the instructions (child must answer the questions in order). 

Then let the child work by herself/himself with the test under your supervision. After 4 minutes you should register the last 

item completed by the child without interrupting his/her work. Let the child continue working until 8 minutes have passed since 

the beginning of the test. Then stop the administration. Later on, and without the child present, fill in the answer table below 

with the exact answers provided by the child. 

 

1.71 Test administration: Start Time (hour) (possible values: 05 to 21) Hours:  [ __ __ ] (CNDENMN) 

1.72 Test administration: Start Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ]  (CMPSTMN) 
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1.73 Math Item 10 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM10) 

1.74 Math Item 11 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM11) 

1.75 Math Item 12 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM12) 

1.76 Math Item 13 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM13) 

1.77 Math Item 14 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM14) 

1.78 Math Item 15 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM15) 

1.79 Math Item 16 (values from 0 to 9999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM16) 

1.80 Math Item 17 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM17) 

1.81 Math Item 18 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM18) 

1.82 Math Item 19 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM19) 

1.83 Math Item 20 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM20) 

1.84 Math Item 21 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM21) 

1.85 Math Item 22 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM22) 

1.86 Math Item 23 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM23) 

1.87 Math Item 24 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM24) 

1.88 Math Item 25 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM25) 

1.89 Math Item 26 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM26) 

1.90 Math Item 27 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM27) 

1.91 Math Item 28 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
(MTHITM28) 

1.92 Math Item 29 (values from 0 to 999, -77=NK, -79=refused to answer, -88=NA) [ __ __ __ ] 
 (MTHITM29) 

 

FIELDWORKER: Fill the next items after you finished administering the math computing test to the child, and he/she is no 

longer with you. 
1.93 Last item completed after 4 minutes (possible values: from 10 to 29, -88=NA) [ __ __ ]  (MTHLST5) 

1.94 Last item completed after 8 minutes (possible values: from 10 to 29, -88=NA) [ __ __ ]  (MTHLST5) 

 

1.95 Test administration: Finish Time (hour) (possible values: 06 to 22) Hours:   [ __ __ ]  (CMPENHR) 

1.96 Test administration: Finish Time (minutes) (possible values: 00 to 59) Minutes: [ __ __ ] (CMPENMN) 

 

 

FIELDWORKER: Fill out 1.97 to 1.102 after you have finished the test with the child and she/he is no longer there. 

1.97 Language used by field worker during administration of the first part. (with Numeracy cards) 
(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHLNGAD) 

(SPECMTAD) 
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1.98 Language used by child during administration of the first part. (with Numeracy cards)  

(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHLNGCH) 

(SPECMTCH) 

1.99 Language in which the test for the first part was written. (Numeracy cards) 

(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(MTHLNGTS) 

(SPECMTTS) 

1.100 Language used by field worker during administration of the second part. (Booklet Math 

Computing) 
(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(PR2LNGAD) 

(SPECP2AD) 

1.101 Language used by child during administration of the second part. (Booklet Math Computing) 
(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(PR2LNGCH) 

(SPECP2CH) 

1.102 Language in which the test for the second part was written. (Booklet Math Computing) 

(ENTER FROM CODE BOX #1) (if 10 or 34 then specify below) 

Other, specify: ________________________________________________ 

[ __ __ ] 
(PR2LNGTS) 

(SPECP2TS) 

 

 

 

EVALUATION OF ADMINISTRATION 

 

1.103 Comments on the administration (please comment on any situations that might affect the validity of the test 

results, especially if you considered the administration of either test inadequate)  (PPVTCMMT) 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

CODE BOX 1 - LANGUAGES 
31=Spanish 
 

32=Quechua 
 

33=Aimara 
 

34=Native of the 
jungle(specify)  

35=Spanish and Quechua 
 

36=Spanish and Aimara 
 

37=Nomatsiguenga(native 
language of the jungle) 

10=Other (specify) 
 

77=NK 79=Refused to answer 88=NA  

 

 

 

Date when this section is filled: __ __ / __ __ / __ __   (day/month/year) EASDAY/EASMNT/EASYEAR 

Time when section started: __ __ : __ __   EASTIME 

Fieldworker’s name: _________________ Code: __ __  EASFLWR 


